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“A cemetery is
a marble orchard
not to be taken
for granite?”

Saamis Seeker is Back ??
After a number of non-editions, we are going to give it a try again.
Historically (and genealogically) Saamis Seeker has been a part of the
Medicine Hat and District Genealogy Branch of Alberta Genealogical Society
since about 1978. At the November 1980 Meeting when fees were raised
from $2.00 to $5.00 a quarterly newsletter was determined to be possible and
the unnamed first issue was issued. Over the years the branch “re homed”
itself, grew in membership, expanded its library, and tried new fund raising
ideas, and Saamis Seeker was published 3 or 4 times a year. Cost of
publishing and mailing appears to have been problem as well as the
volunteering position of editorial staff since the beginning.
After a hiatus (lack of an editor) and the increased costs of production I
volunteered to be the editor so welcome to latest edition of Saamis Seeker.
To reduce costs we are going to the digital or email format of publishing…..
It is a new venture and there are processes that have to be adapted to meet
both editor and membership needs ……In other words…… patience is needed
by everyone as we charge ahead into the future to connect with the past.
As editor, I will be searching the ‘ancestors’ of Saamis Seeker for tidbits of
information about our newsletter to update members on what was done in
the past………… in this issue I went to the earliest issue I could find and chose
a few things (see page 5). If you are or have been involved in the “way back
then” or “just a bit ago” it would be great to have you send a “I remember
when” article……… (About 150 words or so).
The rest of the pages are the responsibility of the membership……..
Note: That’s you.
I thank those who stepped up for this issue and filled the pages. “In 50
Words or Less” attendees at the October meeting quickly wrote their answer
to my question (see page 10)) and as editor I selected a variety of them. In
December and January there will be a new question asked at the meeting and
some published in February. (As long as the President will give me 5 minutes
of time?) Why a word limit? Some of us are ‘windy’ and some of us feel we
“can’t” write an article but a paragraph story they can and they did. Thanks
for the great responses for this issue……..
Til next time…….. Madeline Fischer, editor
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The “Medicine Hat & District Branch
of
The Alberta Genealogical Society”
The MHDGS held another successful open house in
our library and meeting centre during the afternoon of
1 Oct 2017 showcasing many aspects of genealogy.
There were various books for sale, displays, and
assistance from members of the MHDGS available for
those seeking information.
Member displays offered information:
D.N.A. research, How to search for lost family,
European migration, and ways of presenting findings.
Refreshments were also available.
Door Prizes: The stained glass piece was won by Bill
Anhorn. Tim Horton Gift Cards were won by Mark
Wilson, Nigel Pimblett, Kathy Dawson, Wayne Janecke,
and Jayne Janecke.
Thanks to all members who participated in making this
open house a success.
By Roy Morrison.
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President’s Chatter……….
Family Histories Changed Forever
“Wind Warning in Effect.” The Tuesday, October 17, forecast predicted another
breezy day, but a toppled evergreen tree just missing my neighbour’s house in
Medicine Hat warned that this day would be worse than others.
Rolling news across the bottom of the TV screen was alarming. A huge fire pushed by gusty winds was
headed towards Hilda, NE of the city. Citizens should evacuate immediately. This was the community where
I was raised on a farm, attended school, and later taught at a colony school. Could this small hamlet be
erased from the landscape by a wall of flames pushed by ferocious winds (130 km/h gusts)?
Our unique farmstead divided into halves by a road had the hip-roof barn, granaries, blacksmith shop, and
Quonset on the east side. The two-storey catalogue house, garages, and chicken coop were on west side.
Last month I had taken photos of the farm now owned by my brother and lived on by a Mennonite family.
History, ancient and family, have interested me for many years. In my world travels I eagerly search for
ancient tourist sites. My German-Russian ancestry has a similar appeal. My grandparents immigrated from
German villages north of the Black Sea.
The wind-driven flames miraculously missed Hilda, but destroyed our unique farm except for the catalogue
house, Quonset, and a metal granary – leaving strewn metal and burned lumber. But others suffered more
heartbreaking losses. James Hargrave, a volunteer firefighter, lost his life fighting the blaze. Families like the
Wes (Renee) Wuerfel, Ivan (Pearle) Fischer, Brian (Betty) Kirschenman, and others suffered terrible
farmstead losses. How lives have been changed!
By Melvin Bender

Treasurer’s Update

By Deb Wickham

Except for July and August, I report monthly to the membership of the Medicine Hat & District
Genealogical Society on the finances of our organization. As most are aware, I believe that we
need to have financial stability and continue to look for successful fundraisers to help with our
revenue. In the past, we had great success with a Grey Cup Ticket Raffle, and that enabled us to update
some of our computer equipment. A new budget will be presented at the December meeting for 2018 to
ensure that our expenses are in line with revenues. Every dollar we earn is essential to keep our library and
computer equipment/software up to a higher standard for our membership. The next goal is to try and find
a fundraiser to help with costs associated with our AGT/TELUS Phone Book project.

Membership and Communication

by Teresa Parasynchuk

As chair of membership and publicity, I keep track of the members and memberships for
the MH & District Genealogy society. I receive a list from AGS monthly to update my
records and my email addresses. The update is passed on at the monthly meetings. I use
the email addresses to pass information from the president, secretary, treasurer and all the SIG chairs. I
also send information out from members that need answers to any particular questions or for general
genealogy research.
I keep the members informed of functions like our Open House, meetings, Christmas Parties etc. I keep in
contact with the MH News, CHAT, MH Public library, LDS church, Esplanade to inform them of the
happenings in our society.
To keep things interesting, I send out articles from the MH News to all members, as not everyone has the
MH News. This has included the articles that Lloyd Robinson wrote and MH Historical writings. Just this
past month, I started sending out pictures of certain events to keep our society in the spotlight.
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Looking To The Future:
May 27 – June 3, 2018

MHGS & Sask Gen Society Salt Lake City Adventure 2018

Once again the Medicine Hat Genealogical Society & the Saskatchewan
Genealogical Society are taking a group of researchers to the Family History
Library in Salt Lake City from May 27th to June 3rd, 2018. This research trip
departs from Medicine Hat by motor coach with Carefree Express (one day travel each way), to the fivestory library with six full days to research millions of free to access material. Accommodations are right
next door at the Salt Lake Plaza.
Cost is $875 per person based on double occupancy or $1400 for single. Price covers motor coach, hotel,
and seminar and library orientation. Meals not included.
*Registration is Limited, so reserve your place now with a $100 deposit made payable to Medicine Hat &
District Genealogical Society (due prior to March 15, 2018, but first come, first served).
For information, or to register, contact Deb Wickham: phone: (403)952-7843 email: dawickham55@gmail.com
Looking At The Past: Did You Know?
That in the “Fall of 1980”:
1. The “newsletter: was t titled with suggestions for its name. Shortgrass Trails, Bone
Rattler, Prairie Trails…….. and requests for more names by Jan 1, 1981. The editor’s page
was called “Editor’s Earful”……. And there was no one in that position so …… consequentially issues were
not regular.
(Editor’s Earful… Sounds like times do not change as much as we think or wish???? I have volunteered
to compile . I will adopt the editor’s column title……… Isn’t it great! As for regular….. we will have to see
what you have to offer members by your items submitted………… No submissions= no newsletter.)
2. Dues for a member in good standing were (meaning – a member of AGS with their membership $10:00
paid and the local fee of $5:00 paid to date)
(Editor’s Earful”… Check your membership registration form emailed to you earlier and send it now, please.)
3. The Library was in “The Library BOX” and resided in the home of Ruby Engler who diligently brought it to
the meetings. Quote: “This is of course a wonderful exercise if one is planning to enter the Body Building
Contest,” by Kit Spence Ed. Pro-tem.
(Editor’s Earful”… How about it Faye, current librarian, who carries home new books, materials etc, after
each meeting and shelves them correctly for us…….. Do you need exercise for body building book Box?
(And a big thank you for the work you do. It is much appreciated.)
4. The newsletter had a section called: “GOINGS ON”) It seems a lot of things are still going on since then:
Guest Speakers (Grace Roth and Dwayne Yanke),: genealogy table at events around the city; members have
travelled in search of information. Results of their journeys seemed to be successful too; Down Memory
Lane articles- short articles on a person, a book , local history, queries; cemetery search and research: and
of course……… needing members to take on a task or event……
(Editor’s Earful… Seems past members built a solid base and it has been upheld since then by the
membership……….. Maybe you have done something others don’t know about and we should let them know
about it?? Did you know that back in 1980 Grace Roth was busy helping get the history book of the
Clearwater area published by and for that community.
5. Something New: (Editor’s Earful… Please note the article “Youth in the Genealogical Society By Andrew
Shannon” on page 7…………. Keep watch as we seek to involve those in their teens and younger that would like to
explore their family history……. If you have an interest in this new venture please let our president know.
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Our Provincial Archives
By Sandy Buchko
The Provincial Archives of Alberta (PAA) contain a treasure trove of historical information. This
repository holds records of Alberta’s past in various formats (e.g. documents, photographs, maps,
etc). Its purpose is to acquire, preserve and share records that reflect a collective memory and
sense of identity of Alberta and Albertans. For a genealogist, a trip to the PAA would be like a trip
to Disneyland for a six year old. But, unfortunately, not every six year old is able to go to the
Magical Kingdom, just like not every genealogist can venture to the PAA in Edmonton.
Luckily, the PAA website allows a researcher the opportunity to explore records anywhere the Internet is available.
The homepage provides a summary statement of the purpose of the PAA, location, hours of operation and featured
links such as What’s New, Genealogy, Exhibits, Donate Your Records, Research Resources and Ask an Archivist. These
featured links are particularly interesting to online researchers.
Curiosity about an ancestor’s vital statistics is often an early step in the genealogical process. The following steps
outline how to request Vital Statistics records from the PAA.
1. Open the Provincial Archives Homepage www.provincialarchives.alberta.ca
2. Scroll to “Featured Links”. Click “Genealogy”.
3. From the menu on the right side click “Find Birth, Marriage and Death Records”. The accessible vital statistic
records are listed. Vital statistics outside of these parameters are accessed through provincial registry agents.
4. Click the Birth, Marriage, Death or Stillbirth Index you are interested in. Follow the online directions to locate the
registration number. This number is required as part of the “Vital Statistics Request Form”. Remember, this is a
search of the vital statistics index for a registration number, not the registration itself.
5. Once the registration number is located, write it down, exit the index and return to the previous search page.
6. Scroll through the text and click on the link “Vital Statistics Request Form” or “Request Form” from the menu on
the right side.
7. Complete the form and submit.
It is well worth the time to explore the Provincial Archives of Alberta website. The availability of records to an
online researcher is rewarding to say the least. So, take the time to familiarize yourself with the site and appreciate
the potential it may have for your research. Who knows, it may become your Magical Kingdom.

November 11…….. Remembrance Day

Pictured above are young children who played as children play, laughed as children laugh, and cried as children cry.
They became teens, and then grew into adults all too soon.
When I wear a poppy, I take the time to remember my father and uncle. This poem and the pictures are about my
father, Charles David Keiller and his older brother. Both were World War II veterans.

Remember Them
Two Sons, Two Brothers, Two Fathers, Two Grandfathers
Two Soldiers, Two Veterans
I remember them.
Who do you remember?
By Sandy Buchko
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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“Germans from Russia” Special Interest Group:
By Melvin Bender
Branch website - mhdgs.ca, e-mail - mhgs@shaw.ca
Hope you're having success finding ancestral information. Check our Branch library for a
village/family book of interest, check our website library listing We have GR books - census, village
lists with descriptions, maps, family histories, area histories, and a few North Dakota -- Wishek,
Lehr, Ashley, Venturia, and Napoleon - books.
I can connect members with the same village/family interests and locate needed resources if you know which
villages/names members you are researching. To GR members unable to visit the library, if you e-mail the village
names you're researching and 2-4 main surnames. I can do quick look-ups in CENSUS books so you will know a trip
will be fruitful if you can arrange it.
Tours – 2018 Journey to the Homeland - Black Sea area - library.ndsu.edu/grhc,
Volga German Tours - See VolgaGermanTours.com, German Heritage Tours - familytreetours.com
“ Germans from Russia” books recently added to the MHGS library:
German Census Records 1816-1916 – The When, Where & How of a Valuable Genealogical Resource By: Roger P.
st

Minert (1 edition)

copyright 2016

Sunflowers & Thistles-Bessarabian Germans Speak Out
By: Elvire Bisle-Fandrich
copyright 2016
The German Settlements in Bessarabia
By: Burkett W. Huey
copyright 2016
1852 Kutschurgan Census-Baden, Elsass, Kandel, Mannheim, Selz, Strassburg – From Saratov Archives
By: Robert Schuh copyright 2002

Homeland Book of the Bessarabian Germans
By: Albert Kern copyright 1998
Fateful Danube Journey-A True Account of an Emigration to Russia 1816-1817 Vol.4 By: Friedrich Fiechtner
second printing 1981
Galka- A German Settlement on the Volga in 1909-1910
By: Maximilian J. Praetorius copyright 1912
The 1798 Description of the Saratov Colony of Ust-Kulalinka (also known as Galka, No. 108) By: Brent Alan Mai
copyright 1996

German Migration to the Russian Volga 1764-1767 – Origins & Destinations
By: Brent Alan Mai copyright 2003
Hoffnungstal, Bessarabian 1859 Census
By: GRHS, Bismarck, ND copyright 2003
Borodino, Bessarabian District 1859 Census
By: GRHS, Bismarck, ND copyright 2011
Kulm, Bessarabian 1859 Census
By: GRHS, Bismarck, ND copyright 2005
Leipzig, Bessarabian 1859 Census
By: GRHS, Bismarck, ND copyright 2005
Kleinliebental Census 1812 – 1816 – 1858 – 1874
By: GRHS, Bismarck, ND copyright 2007
Alt Postal, Bessarabian District 1859 Census
By: GRHS, Bismarck, ND copyright 2011
A Girl Grew Up In Russia
By: Elisaveta Fen
copyright 1970
Leave No Threshing Stone Unturned
By: Glen Ediger
copyright 2012
Kulak-Love & Death, A German-Russian Tragedy-Ukraine 1938
By: Cleon Ochsner
copyright 2014
From Refugee to Rafters-A True Story of Flight, Freedom & Faith
By: Rudolf Stepper
copyright 2013
The Volga Germans-The Volga Flows Forever
By: Sigrid Weidenweber (bk 2) copyright 2008
Decipher Germanic Records
By: Edna M. Bentz
19th printing 1997
Maria Kreiser-Though My Soul More Bent: Memoir of a Soviet German
By: James T. Gessele
copyright 2003
Sofie-Sonja-A Story of Iron Faith
By: Berneice Lunday
copyright 2004
The Volga Germans-In Russia & the Americas – From 1763 to the Present By: Fred C. Koch
3rd printing 1978

The Germans From Russia Special Interest group meets at the library
the 2nd Wednesday of every Month @ 1 PM……..

Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Youth in the Genealogical Society
By Andrew Shannon
My grandmother first sparked my interest
As I began working on my maternal grandfather’s
in genealogy. She had compiled records from her side
side I was pleased that other family members had
of the family. These documents included photos,
already completed much of the family tree and there
letters, birth and death records but I wanted to update
was a lot of information available. We also had a family
and organize them in a different way. From an early
reunion this summer and I was able to connect with
age I remember meeting family and knowing that they
several family members who shared the same interest.
were related, but I didn’t know how. I remember going
This family tree is my most complete and some of my
to my grandma and grandpa’s house. They brought out
relatives are travelling to where our ancestors lived in
treasures and told stories about them. I was curious
Europe and they are still finding more records at this
about the people who owned them. I started using
time.
ancestry.ca and entered my close family members and
I have learned that my ancestors were shepherds in
as hits came up, I began to build a tree.
Lodz, Poland and they worked for very poor wages,
I started with my paternal grandmother’s family
herding and tending sheep for other people. The
which had many records and a lot of interest within the
Sommerfeld family immigrated to Canada from
family. That tree was relatively easy to build compared
Hamburg Germany with 7 children on April 16, 1912
to some of the others I have done since there was
which was only two days after the sinking of the
more information already available and the
Titanic. One of these children
family was in closer contact through the
was my great-grandfather who
years. I became interested in my paternal
was 16 at the time. They
grandfather’s side and but there was very
travelled third class on the ship
little information about that side. Most of the
called the Graf Waldersee.
tree was built from word of mouth and what my
During their journey, some saw debris from the Titanic.
grandfather could recall as well as some family photos.
Had they been on the Titanic, they likely wouldn’t have
The family didn’t keep in close contact. Some moved
survived the voyage to Canada.
away and rarely spoke to other family members.
The family landed in Halifax on April 28, 1912.Some
Ancestry helped a lot since some of those family
of the women and children had to stay in quarantine
members had built trees and I was able to contact
because they had gotten sick and could not travel
them. Together we were able to add to our trees and
immediately. The men went west to Laird,
learn about family members who had been forgotten
Saskatchewan because they knew people who had
or with whom we had lost contact.
already settled there. After a few months the family
What I find the most interesting about talking to my
eventually got land in Brightholme, Saskatchewan
grandparents is that they remember the people and
where they had to build a homestead. They had to
their personalities from the past where I only knew
build a home and plant crops in order to own this land
them from names and pictures.
for themselves over a period of time.
It’s very fulfilling when you know where you have come
They had 7 more children on the homestead, the
from. I have realized that eventually, the more you look
youngest of which died only a year ago at the age of 91.
for information, the more you will find if it’s out there
The descendants of this family number in the hundreds
to be found. You may start with next-to-nothing and
and all of the families were represented at the family
over time, more paths will open up and you’ll find
reunion this summer. Many of the descendants
many more things add to your knowledge of your
travelled great distances to Northern Saskatchewan
family.
where the reunion took place.
Unfortunately, some family members didn’t talk about
I enjoyed meeting some of my relatives with whom I
those who had died and some of that information is
had been sharing ancestry information and making new
lost forever leaving many unanswered questions. Some
connections with ones I had never met or spoken to
people were good at keeping records which makes it
before.
much easier to work on family history. It is important
The experience of learning more about my family has
to get as much information as you can from those who
been very fulfilling and I have learned about historical
know about the family. Starting at a young
events that my relatives lived through. It had made me
age, there will be more people to help you find the
feel more connected to the world around me.
information you need.
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Tour around our library
By Faye Knoblick

Have you made a tour around our genealogy library lately?
Following is an introduction to the resources available.
AREA HISTORIES – our goal is to specialize in Southern Alberta history, particularly the Medicine Hat area.
Many local towns and rural areas are represented. Also available are some Saskatchewan towns/areas plus
a few from Manitoba and Ontario.
‘Step Back In Time’ series by Lorraine Dreger Yackulic has listings of towns and names of the pioneers who
homesteaded there : Northern Alberta (Vol. 1), Central Alberta (Vol. 2), Southern Alberta (Vol. 3)
FAMILY HISTORIES – some of our members have written their own family’s history, plus a lot of people
have donated their histories as well. You never know, you might find an extended family member here!
CEMETERIES – an interesting source of information. A section has been dedicated to the Medicine Hat and
District Cemeteries, binders available for Hillside Cemetery and Saamis Prairie View Cemetery.
Fellow genealogist, Don Schmidt of Winnipeg, MB has compiled four volumes covering Alberta
And Saskatchewan, complete with photos and detailed information. Another set of binders covers
cemeteries from southern, central and northern communities
OBITUARY BINDERS – the years 1973 and 1994 to 2016 inclusive are on the shelves. Previous years are
filed in storage boxes, also found on the shelves.
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS - interesting newspaper clippings re Birthdays/Marriage/Anniversaries etc. for the
year 2001 and 2005 to the present are stored in separate binders
GERMANS FROM RUSSIA – check out the following books: ‘The Emigration from Germany to Russia in the
Years 1763 to 1862’ by Karl Stumpp, Tubingen, Germany – many surnames and villages listed.
‘Handbook for Researching Family Roots’ by Diane J. Wandler – emphasis on German-Russian heritage,
featuring a step by step guide
OTHERS: Census books, history books based on personal stories and reference books available for your
reading pleasure, a selection of Hutterite and Mennonite books for informative reading.
GENEALOGICAL REFERENCES – information on how to start your own research, plus various other
references pertaining to genealogy topics such as ‘Evidence Explained-Citing History Sources’ by Elizabeth
Shown Mills
TRAVEL ACROSS CANADA – books covering all the provinces in Canada, with a specific emphasis on the
Medicine Hat, AB area.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA – quite well represented with books covering several states, more specifically
North/South Dakota and the New England states.
EUROPE – selection of books for Norway, Sweden, England, Ireland and Scotland.
Hopefully I have sparked your interest enough that you will be ‘taking that tour around our library’!
For a complete listing of all items check out our website at www.mhdgs.ca
Questionable Genealogy:
“Get your facts first, ….…
Then you can distort them as you please!”
(Mark Twain)
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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In 50 words or less: “If you could talk to someone on your family tree, who would it be
and why? or “ Where did you have a “WOW” or exciting moment while doing your
research and what was it?”
Editor’s note: At the October meeting each attendee was given a small page of paper and each was asked to answer
either question before they left. The answers were amazing……. Here are a few of the Responses:

“I would talk to my great grandfather
to discover where his mother’s dad
came from and who his parents were.
Many family members have tried to
find documents without success for
the last 30 years.”
Dianne

***********************************************
And this one we know can count way beyond 50 words………….. I call this a mini story……It is a “Wow moment in
time”…… Thought you the reader might agree and send in your mini story.
“While we lived in England we visited Norwich where my mother had lived from age 3-5 with her mother
and a younger brother. We found the house that belonged to her uncle where they lived while her father
had gone on to Canada, I took a picture of the house and showed it to my mother when we next visited her.
She did not recognize it until I said the address. Her face suddenly lit up as she remembered it. She
described how she had skipped down the sidewalk there.”
Merv
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Wales: the place that I met my fourth great grandmother.
By Teresa Parasynchuk

Yes, it was 2002, and she had died a few centuries before. My
husband, Richard, and I went to Wales for a holiday to see the sites with my Great Aunty Jan Waters. While
traipsing around the south end of Wales near Haverfordwest, I suggested that being so close to Dale,
maybe we should go there, as I knew I had relatives that came from that area.
Dale, in Pembroke County was a very small town, so small that there was only one road and a one-way
street. We drove that one-way street and came upon a church. Being a good genealogist, we stopped in
front of a house and walked back. The church door was locked so we went over to the gate, walked around
the church to the back, and discovered a cemetery.
While snooping at all the graves, Richard asked what the name of my grandmother was. He was standing
on the grave of Mary Sturley. My 4th great grandmother and my 3rd great grandfather were buried there,
one behind the other.
Back at the car, I asked a woman if there was a minister or priest around as I had found these Sturley
gravestones. She looked at me funny and informed me that her mother was a Sturley. We were parked in
front of her house. Margaret Sturley Johnson was my relative and was into genealogy like me.
What an amazing discovery as even Margaret didn’t know the stones were there across the street from her
house. Mary Sturley (1767-1860) James Sturley (1805-1838)
Closing Notes and thoughts:
1. 2018 theme for Relatively Speaking will be “Love Stories/Weddings”. Submissions are due by
January 1st, 2018. Possible stories: What kind of wedding/marriage did you ancestors have?
Was it a love match, a convenience or an arranged marriage? What were the family traditions, rituals, church
activities, food, par-ties. Was Grandma a ‘war bride’? Did they come to Canada together or did she and children
come later ? Stories can be short (500-1000 words) or long (2000-3000 words).
2. The May 2018 theme for Relatively Speaking will be “Genealogical Journeys”. Submissions are due by April
1st, 2018. Possible stories: We want to hear about your journey to find family. Send us your story. Did you
travel to some-where in Canada, USA, Europe, or Asia? Did you travel via your computer from home? Tell us all
about your travels, your discoveries, successes and roadblocks. Stories can be short (500-1000 words) or long
(2000-3000 words).
Thanks to the: Clandigger”, The Newsletter of the Edmonton Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society October 2017

3. Before you put down the youth of today, read this: “Our youth now love luxury. They have bad manners,
contempt for authority; they show disrespect for their elders and love to chatter in places of exercise. They no
longer rise when elders enter the room. They contradict their parents, chatter before company, gobble up their
food, and tyrannize their teacher’s.” Now before you pat yourself on the back and declare it so in today’s
world…….. note who is the author of those words ………. Socrates wrote those words in the 5th century B.C.

4. What is Genealogy? Gene… usually pronounced ….’genie’….. meaning someone who pop out of bottle with just
what you want??
al… as if it was the word “all”…… Sorry the genie hasn’t brought you “ all” the answers to your brick walls.
ogy…… pronounced “O Gee” and you feel like shouting……. whY, whY not. Where do I find it???
Genealogy is the task of finding who was who, and what was what in your ancestry and then to record it and to
record their descendants for someone in the future ….regardless of how you pronounce it…or what you think….
Maybe it would better called “generational research” or an exciting journey into the lives of others…or in search of
the truth???
Til next time HAPPY HUNTING……. Madeline Fischer, editor
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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